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PRICE TEN CENTS

'Til Take Jelly Beans" Is
Swedish-Russian
Seek Decoration
Dominant Theme For Faculty
for Methusala
Quarrel Settled
Snooporter Unearths Ancient Manuscript, "Faculty Meetinsr 193l"-Superb Climax in
by School Bored Captures Thieves

DEMOCRATS DENIED USE
OF SITTY HALL BY MAYOR
Valiant Officer Thwarts
AND BOARD OF ALDERMEN

Chapel Ab-Ah-Ah-Ah Men-n-n-n

By OLIVER TWITTER
A member of the report orial
staff, while going through the files
of ancient newspapers, came across
a unique hit of writing, penned wav
back in the year 1931. It is interesting to note the many changes that '
have taken place in the life of ai
small college such as Bates was in i
Hiat year. It would
appear
that!
more was a very close co-operation'
existing between
faculty and stu-1
dents, as the author of this play1
was evidently invited to sit in on a.
session of the august body of peda-l
gogaes.
Ufo on die Bates Campus
ACT ONE
Scene—The Bates C; ha pel
Time—Monday 9 A. M.
i At the close of the hymn.
Proxy
rises)
I'REXY—There are
no annoum
ments to make. There will be a
faculty meeting at 4:30 this afternoon.
(Sits down as the Seniors play Lag
in the center aisle.)
—Curtain—
ACT TWO
Scene—Faculty Room
Time—4:30 P. M.
(A babel of voices Is heard, and
I hero is no semblance of order, fori
after all, this is just a faculty meet-'
ing.)
DOC FISHER—Pass the jelly beans. I
SAMMY HARMS—(He
starts to
say something, but finding that'
he is sitting on bis hands, he Is
forced to remain silent.)
OLLIE CUTTS—They don't glvej
service Phi Bete keys, do thev' •
PR EX Y -What is your
logic on
this subject, Mr. Quimby?
BROOKS QUIMBY— if we had some
ham, we would have some ham
and eggs, if we had some eggs.
DOC FISHER—I'll take jelly beans.

RAY THOMPSON'—Hm— When I
—hm played aeainsi Harvard hm
PERCY WILKINS—Do go on
I
haven't hoard about
ihat since
yesterday,
nor BR.TAX-Yaas. yaas. Waal•laont know.
What's the LOOK
say? N'aow lake mv do»
'■"ours -To, t»ke nim.\ve don't
want him.
DOC WRIQHT—1 don't like tin
Dom&JVM i love I0 browse.
PSYCHE LEWIS—Modesty prevents
me from tolling who
first performed this
experiment,
but I
was very gratified at my results.
NOW may I he excused? I have a
lecture to deliver before the Sibat tus W. C T U
DOC: WRIGHT—YOU' chiseler!
JOE BARTLETT — Does anvone
know what time it is?
BUCK SPINKS—I move
we hai
more concerts in the chapel.
PREXV On to-morrow's hymn, we
will sing ihe first, second, fourth,
and lif'li
verses, omitting the
third.
DOC MABEE- Verily I say unto ye.
leis <itr- ihe third verse and omit
the Amen at ihe end.
GOOSEY CHASE
(frantically
pounding on a pillow with a runber eraser) Gentlemen,
lets be
more quiet. The boys are studying their biography up-stairs.
AMOS HOVEY—(He shifts around.
but before he can get into position io speak on "Amalgamation
and Conciliation With ihe Student
Body versus Terrorism".
Prof Rob bursts in.)
PROP ROB—Hello, hello,
hello.
Well, when did you all get hack?
Did you have a nice vacation?
FREDDIE KXAPP—Don't break in
so wudely. Pwofessor Wamsdeii.
go on with your owation.
DOC MACDONALD—This all ties
in rather nicely
under poinis
one. two, and three.
(Starts to
chukle) Now lets pretend we are
going on a picnic—(The rest is
Continued on page 4 column 5

Argument on Commons' Carviar
Ends in Challenge to Dual
One Round Faeey and Harvard Smith Engag-e in
Gruesome Campus Conflict InvolvingWoman's Honor—Substitutes Sought
Prom present indications it would
The next day. however.
Dolan
seem that the Battle of the Psycho- developed a had case of dandruff
zoic Era between One Round Facey after learning that Facey was being
and Harvard Smith has been inde- i coached by Battling Jim Balano.
finitely postponed. The only results I the Pi ide of Stalingrad. Russia.
of this bitter hostility that has in- Vera Cruz, Mexico, and Barcelona.
flamed the imaginations of sport- ; Spain, who had obvious reasous for |
loving Americans
for two weeks . wanting to get Smith out of the
have been that feminine virtue has way. So Dolan was forced to retire!
been upheld stoutly, that the Lew- ' in favor of Horizontal Pat Patteriston police force has been crippled son.
i
in a desperate
effort
to prevent
Substitutes wanted:
bloodshed, and that .Miss Scott of
From then on the Btorj
la a
the Bates College
infirmary
has sordid tale of substitution and disbeen worked overtime writing out pair. Patterson bruised boih shoulstatements of physical unfitness for der blades in training, and Val Buconflict.
rati was forced to substitute. When
Commences nt Commons
the Harvard A. A. ruled Rural i
The Lewiston Fun reporter, ar- ineligible because of his E warning
riving on the scene in an armored in English, Leftthook Demerest was
car,
soon obtained the complete drafted to take his place. Demerest!
story. It all began in the
Bates had to see a movie that afternoon.'
College Commons. Miss Roberts was so he
persuaded
Piinehem Paul
serving caviar that day and the Swan to uphold the name of Harcosmopolitan Facey remarked that vard on the greensward of honor.
the caviar
reminded him
of the
In the meantime Facey felt the
spinach in Sydney, Australia. Smith, need of more temperate and sympaaroused from his reveries, imagined thetic cimes so he persuaded Biffo
some reflection of feminine virtue Ben White to substitute for him. At
had been made and he rebuked Fa- the last minute Ren realized thnt
cey with a scathing "Aw, nerts!"
his literary club was meeting that
Whereupon, in the parlance
of afternoon, so he delegated the honor
foil and sabre,
Facey
"called" to Roughhouse Rovelli who, then
>-'mith (What he called him must be suffering from a sudden attack o:'
left to the reader's
imagination), fallen arches, nominated Paul Swan
presented him With his glove and to take his place.
card, and retired gracefully, while
Imagine Swan's
embarrassment
Smith, according
to
onlooker.?, when he discovered that he had. in I
shouted after him. "If I got to fight| a fit of absentmindedness. agreed toi
I can choose my own weapons!
I light a duel with himself. Not to be'
choose cream puffs at forty yards". balked, however.
and yeilding '.o|
When the Harvard
lad had re- that desire for life which is strong i
covered from his flury of righteous in all of us, he ate the cream puffs,
wrath, he realized the inadvisability slapped himself on the wrist, and
of duel. That very night, he told proceeded to forget all about it.
the Fun reporter, longing for peace
In the opinion of this writer, this
and tranquility as only an aesthetic is not the end of the affair. Gentlesoul can long, he mailed a bunch of manly honor and womanly
virtue
violets to his opponent. The next cannot be insulted
without
venday he sent Facey a box of candy geance, and the very atmosphere of
and a necktie. The following day, suspence that hangs like a thunderas evidence of his really very good cloud over the peaceful little Bates
faith, he sent his foe four linen College pressages a storm of carhandkerchiefs, one pack of cigaretts, nage that must soon break loose.
and a potted geranium. Still Facey
In the meantime, in accordance
remained obdurate and insisted on. with its policy of printing "all th",
his right to duel.
news that fits the print", the Fun
To Do All and Die
submits forthwith the physical comDesperate deeds were
required. parisons of the gladiators.
Someone had to die for dear old
How they stand?

J-.asi Bight's meeting of the schoolbored marked the beginning of i
possible milleniiim in Lewiston poll
tics. The entire gathering of the
present voted unanimously on two
Questions!
The meeting was opened with il e
usual fireworks, punctuated by the
prayer, in Swedish, offered by the
Reverend
Ojlaf.
of ihe
Lin< ill
Street Church.
After the prayer,
Mr. Petfop ky ■_■•■■ up and moved
that Chairman PJetersen be bodll:
ejected from 111-• room, ami seconaed by Olnf Andersen, proceeded to
carry out his motion.
After the injured had been lurried out by the police, the three
members that were left
held an
interesting session,
the chairmanship being left temporarily open
Wilkins waters
Mr. Schlofsky presented a petition
for more pay for the teacher of
Russian in the seventh grade, which
was opposed
by Mr.
Gustafson.
Percy Wilkins.
the other member
present, declined
to vole, so Mr,
Gustafson suggested tossing ;* coil .
and letting the decision go at that.
He was followed by Mr. Scbolofsky,
who spoke thirty minutes, half in
Russian, half In English,
with :i
little German and parlor talk in-1
lected here and there, on the con lltuiiorality of the tossing Of the
coin. Wilkins linaily
decided that
lit' sided with Gustafson
on that
matter, and thai the coin should be
tossed. However,
when
it turned
out that he would have to furnish;
the coin, he changed his mind, and
moved tho matter lie upon the table
for reference to a committee. Tli •
vote on the question
was unani-|
mous.
Mr. Gustafson then introduced it
request for an addition to the staff
of teachers Of Swedish in the ne »
high school. He was opposed by Mr.
Schlof-ky. who said no one cared
about Swedish, nowadays, and that
such an all-American institution :;tho Lewiston School Bored should
kidded into fostering th
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THEATRES TO-DAY

Uil

"n Gaily Fun joins
I :.v wiili
the I.ewiston
VAMPIRE
Police
ommlsslon
in asking the
Mat: fi A. M. Eve: Ask Adam.
Carnegie
Foundation's decoration
"HIS WOMEN", starring the
for bravery ror Corp. Michael Meartless,
naive shyness of Eldea
thusala of the Lewiston Police DeDust in.
partment.
Displaying
onsummate
bravery
STRANDBD
under peril of death and in danger
Discontinuous. 12 to 10:30.
of his life, Co p, Wethusala, after a
"Dance.
Dean. Dance". With
three-hour light, finally conquered
Gee Em Robin's Son.
and arrest) I Bobby O'Rourke. aged
5, and Dannj Gareau, aged 6. while
AW, BI'RX
tn
e two criminals were attempting i On the mat: 2 o'clock.
to pick up g few cinders of coal
Order of the Big Boss.
from the freight-yards behind the
Kve: "N apple?"
depot yesterday morning.
"LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD"
As a result of Corp. Methusala's [ (Good what?) with Elmer Camp-;
sterling qualities of manhood, and I bell and his Fair. (Fair what?"
of his eternal vigilance in defense
.lusi Fair.")
of ihe law. the two escaped conKISS ELLA
wets are now
re-incarcerated
in
Androscoggln County Jail to awall
Mat: No matter.
trial on a charge of grand larceny.
Kve: Christmas, Dec. 24.
The gratitude of the entire com"OF THEE I SING", featuring
munity should go to the brave soul
America.
who prevented perpetration of an"THE LAST MOMENT", writother outrage
upon this fair city.
ten by R. A. F. MacDonald.
Noi only are the desperadoes escaped convicts, but they are reputed Skelton's fair City Hall.
to be emissaries
of the
Russian
It is expected that the Carnegie
Soviet Government, and
although Foundation will send a delegation
the] stated
forcefully thai
they of its entire membership by special
were trying to find a few coals to train to decorate Corp. Methusala.
help keep their homes warm during The Fun is glad to contribute an
the cold snap, It Is the general and initial fund of Jin.ouO toward the
fermly belief thai they wore seeking election of a statue to Corp. Methucoals
for the
manufacture of sala in the deepest
point
of the
bombs with which to blow up Mayor Androscoggin River.

Trustees Demand Figure Ache
Give Beauty, Economy, and P. T.
Present Constructive Prog-ram of SerpentineTracks for Longer Ride—Christmas Surprise
for President—Demand Squeelless Cars

Harvard. Frantically, Smith sought:
out Scrapper Dolan, the Pride of;
Jaybee, and finally persuaded Dolan
to act as his substitute as provided
in A,ct. 3, Sections 4, Clause 8.

Smythe Branded Ultra-Violet
When Told They Bave Nothing tn Pear Except Their
Political Future, Council .Members Deny Dealing in
Stocks—Chairman Gab-Rol Says
Smvthe < 'onminnioiiistic.
(Editor's Note : This is one of the two or three articles printed this week which is really intended to be serious.)
Permission to use the I.ewiston siity Hull us an occasional meeting place was denied to the Democratic Party by the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen in session hist Friday night
Following
pnbli • announcement of the denial to the Democrats for a free meeting place, ihe consensus is thai the Board was badly warped.
Petition for the radical Democratic party, which is struggling
for existence in I.ewiston. was presented by Darnall .MaoKwan Smythe. head of the local Democrats.
When told by Smythe that city's
hoary fathers (you know a stone that never rolls gathers moss) offer
i*o objection to allowing the Socialist Parly \'roi- speech in the Sitter
Hall, Mayor Skeleton made the following snappy and convincing
retort :
"What yon want is a free sitting place, not a place for
free speech.'"
All of whirl, should indicate that at the next, election of Lewiston the skeleton should b< pal back in the closet in
favor of another mayor.
When told by Mr. Smythe thai
all they had to fear by giving tho
Democrats free use
of Bitty Hall
for assembly was their political futures, both the Mayor and Aldermen denied dealing in stocks.
Chairman Oah-rot of the Aldermen presided at the meeting, and
inspired by an
afternoon
at the
.Maine Development
Commission's
Economic Conference at Augusta,
during which
he was continually
awakened
by clapping
at the

"Do they sit on their tails and
howl all day?"
"No, they're very active."
"Well, tin :; they're no good. No,
we can't give you
the right
to
speak in the Sitty Hall. Your dogs
must be good
sitting dogs, and
good howling ones to be good Socialists.
Buy a couple and
then
we'll give you permission
to use
Die Hall."
"Young man," said the Chairman
sparring for an opening. "One hair

I

mous. and BO was the amendment
offered by Chief Ashton out el
kindness tor the bored that a police
escort
be taken along for
good
measure
,

his name, and i. is thought that
:!... matter will rest
with this deel .... The petition reads:
To whom ii may concern:
We .the trustees of Kates College

trie G'^QAPHy
£LUB pPePmes
r£& Afi HOOfC VA)fAiT

PHASE

O

emm oun

WORK FROM OTHfR5 .

a sum
install
library

of money large enough toj tlemen. what is vour pleasure
"are you right-handed or left-handa noiseless typewriter in the! this matter A>w business
"
ed? Do you get out of the right or
and make other much need-i
?
"l,slnesi"
Artv ' ,„ ' iko
need-|
a sieKe
_ ....„_ •""'
„_„ at the wrong side of bed? Have you
I'redericksburg. Chairman
Gab-rot reached the age of puberty? What
Continued on page 3 column
shook his finger at Smythe. paused was the maiden-name of your greatto put the second Knuckle back in great-great grandfather?
Do
you
joint, and then bellowed
with ail say IN earth as it is in heaven' or
the tolerance, the liberty, the pro- 'OX earth as it is in heaven?' Do
gressiveness of the ages at his you take your gin straight or crookshoulder: "Young man, you're notjed?"
even red. you're ultra-vioiet. You're |
"Maybe yes. maybe no maybe I
Communionistic.
You ought to beIdon't know."
Mr. Smythe calmlv
arrested.
It's ME, CHAIRMAN | answered
CAR-ROT, who says you ought to
Yes. young man." the chairman
be arrested Are you still a Demo- said, assisting the Mayor, "did you
crat?"
ever have ;l m0le on vour left
In answer to this question
Mr. shoulder?
Do you keep your toeSmythe stated that he still was a nails clipped? Did you ever trv to
Democrat.
grow a mustache?"
To which Chairman Gad-rot re"Yes."
plied: "Young man. you can't be a
"What, vou
tried?"
Chairman
Democrat. George
Bernard
Shaw Gab-rot said turning
suddenly tosays there aren't any more Demo- wards the Mayor. "Mr. Mayor, wo
crats, so how can you be one when cannot give this man permission to
George Bernard Shaw
says there use the hall."
aren't any? Furthermore, ' I don't
"Young man, did you ever work?"
want you to be a Democrat, and the Chairman asked.
when Georgia Shaw
and me get
"Plenty", Smythe replied.
together. I reckon there ain't anyThat's fine." the chairman
rebody goin' contrary
to mv our torotod.
"Keep right on working.
wishes. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha-a-a-a. Thai's the only way you'll ever get
young man. I guess you aren't any ahead."
Democrat now, are you?"
"Mr.
Chairman."
replied
Mr.
"Ha. ha. ha, ha,
ha-a-a-a-a-a," Smythe. "i there any use gettine
Mayor Skeleton joined In. at which a head, if syou're loosing it?"
Chairman Cab-rot stopped laughing
xoans
man." the
chairman
long enough to look at the Mayor said
are you still a Democrat af• and ^ee whether the Mayor were ter hearing Mr. Wholesorae's reply
; laughing at or with. Then Chair- to Prof Careall's question
at the
: man Gab-rot went on gabbling.
[ Economic Conference
at
Augusta
When Mr. Smythe and his sup- this atternoon?"
porters stated tljeir wish to present
"I certainly am."
a petition
for use of the Hall.
(Editors note: The question and
Mayor Skeleton called for a strange reply to which Chairman Gab-rot
interlude, and the whole board
referred occurred during debate on
terpsichored into the Mayor's office the floor of the State House at the
for
informal
sitting,
or rather Economic Conference of the Maine
otherwise, because
there
weren't liereiopment
Commission.
Prof.
enough chairs to go around.
( are-all's question was to this efDuring this interlude, Chairman lect:
"What does Mr. Wholesome
Gab-rot said:
"If we have Demo- Hunk concerning government
concracy, how are we going to run trol of private initiative? What is
business. I don't know
a kill-oh- the function of government in this
TO
what from a bicycle."
connection?" To which Mr. WholeMr. Smythe admitted
that this some gave an answer in words to
was almost an unanswerable argu- tnis effect: "Government is Government, but finally hit upon the ans- ment;.a Brand and glorious instituwer that "we don't want YOU to tion that has been erected; a gorrun our business anyway. There are geous buiding with many halls;
a
p, e nt
. , £ of good me" who know a citadel of justice to which the weary
kill-oh-what for my bicycle."
and heavy laden come for balm; a
Then in an attempt to discredit great tradition, etc.")
the reputations of the petitioners
-:o:
—
and
of course, completely win
grounds for refusing
free speech
According to The Harvard Lan\the Mayor and Chairman cross- poon, every candidate for the deexamined Mr. Smythe and his col- gree of A. B. or S. B., A. M. or
leagues.
P. M. is required to show a know"What is the
nature of your ledge of certain languages besides
anatomy". Chairman Gab-rot asked his own—such as English, Chinese,
"I don't have an anatomy," Mr American or Ri^lonlan.
Smythe answered.
"I have just a
Plain tummy, and its nature is good
except when I have to swallow ■,
lot of rot."
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is or) a
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Vdb tollouxta will

Facey
height
5 feet 2
eyes
.... of blue
weight '.'.'.
3206
head 'expanded)
S%j
neck
anytime
feet
flat
Record
spotless1
Smith
socks
10^» '
bust
3'J I
waist
a great waste;
calf
Jersey!
wheebase
3.1416
weight
15 minutes;
age
of chivalry
Record ..... No hits, no runs, |
no errors..

Petition Presented by Darnall MacEwan Smytho
In Behalf of Democratic Party—Chairman
Gab-rot and Mayor Skeleton Superb in
Crass-Examining Ability—Decision
Lauded
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If you only kne* what mieht have been
asked° y°" haVe a d°C" the Mayor printed
here.
"Yes, I have two," Mr. Smythe
answered.
"What is their pedigree?"
Beed-les".
Mr. Smythe replied,
i moving his feet.
I
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Frying the Lid 11I Bedtime Hooey

>Wxxxxxxyxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

HIT AND RUN

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX!xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The SlIlUBtWoue
playwright
of
"He is fond of the rocks and the
Bates, Lloyd George, has announced
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS- j Ugh places". Uncle Bill was saying that his latest production has at last
xxxx
I io his small niece. Connie,
"and
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
accepted.
Congratulations.
The eves of the world are turned i0Ves to jump from crag to crag", been
EDITOR - IN - CHIEF
By XORMAX MacDOXALD
Valery Burati, '83
nuon epoch-making statements of fa- I This waB a custom of Uncle Bill's— Lloyd. The name of this drama is
(Tel. 1056)
•ultyard administration members] l0 tabe little Connie on his knee "Breathe takes a Holiday" and the
Publishing- Office Tel. 4490
The realization comw upon me
this week in this column. Recogniz-. j1|S[ before bed time, sit down be- purchasers were the makers of LisBUSINESS
MANAGER
terine. Mr. George has made a few
MANAGING EDITOR
Robert LaBoyteau*. '82 iliat Eddie Cantor's plan to relieve
inc the need forr clarity on the matter fore lIle dying fire of the open fi
EMtu li. Uuaiin. "Ji he present depression ifl none too
innovations by having all the acting
(Tel. 88364)
under
discussion
the
editor
has
direcplace
and
thrill
her
with
tales
of
(Tel. 1888)
good. Eddie, you knw, wanted ba-,
Women'! Editor
ted the efforts of his reporter to- the
great
woods,
the
smiling taking place in pitch dark with the
General News Editor
Dorothy Frige. '32 nana pe?ls placed here and there so
meadows,
and
the
bushy
plain
lands actons speaking in the Aztec tongue.
ward
that
end.
William Uuuliam. '82
the public could slip up and ruin ■
(Tel. 3207)
The question asked each faculty where Cottontail
the
rabbit
lives Furthermore there in a theme song
(Tel. 84121)
Debate Editor
rcme clothes, thus providing tailors.
with
his
brothers
and
sisters.
The intitled "Turn, Turn, Eat an Onion"
Sports Editor
member
was:
SbirUy Cave, '32 cleaners, manufacturers of cleaning
Would
.vou
recommend.
that
eager
eyed
child
was
apt,
too, which was writtan expressly for the
L'aiker Mann. '83
(Tel. 3207)
materials, and messenger boys some
(Tel. 7u;il
Ballyhoo be put on the Library and knew quite as much
Women's Atneletlc
of the occasion by that maestro Norman
Intercollegiate Editor
AlvhwHowc, 'Mi employment.
He ateo wanted to
reading list, or would you recom- natural animal and plant wonders DeMarco.
Mary IIo»;, "82
'double upon everything: have two
EDITORIAL STAXF
mend that as a substitute Brooks as did her Uncle Bill's pupils in the
'33
Samuel
Scolnik.
I)'.''
-idents.
two
of
this,
and
two
of
The Dill Sporting Stables anFrank Byron. '3.1
QulllllV be allowed Io act as toast- big college where Mr. Bates lives
Margaret Bateuian, ■SI
Dorothy Staples. '33
ltuger
Derby.
33
that,
90
us
to
provide
more
work
and
master' at a stag football banquet? with all his children. But tonight nounce that their premier heavyMuriel Bliss, '32
Elinor Williams, '33
Mildred Hollywood. '33
more
jobs.
I
can
see
where
there
Vesta Brown, '32
Kenneth Wood. '33
she was vexed at her fond story- weight, "Scrapper" Dolan. will be
Aiiuee Irish. '33
President Gray
Augusta Cohen. '88
ought to be two writer- of this arti-;
Marjorie Bennett, '34
unable to meet Canera this year beLucille Jack. '33
lieriha W. Criteholl, ■>(Putting his feet on the desk and teller, for he was very mysterious, cause "Scrapper" sprained his arm
Xancy Crockett, '34
cle, then I'd gel only half the blame
Florence James. '33
seemed to want to test her knowParker i. Dexter. '82
Doris \V. McAllister, '34
Thelml
Kittredge.
'33
elevating
his
mind.)
However,
since
my
solutions
as
bad;
Robert Mansun. '88
was dragging out his last week in a cbesa tournament.
I'rank Murray, '34
elite Know'.es. '33
Well, young man, the question ledge, and
d Eddie's, it ought to come someltosamond Nichols.
32
Thomas Musgrare, '34
story until she lost her usual good
Dorothy O'Hara. '33
you
put
to
me
is
rather
difficult
to
Klizattcth Seigel, '3Now
we
start
in
without
any
prehow
to
the
public's
pathetic
regard
Albert Oliver, '34
Dawn Orcutt '33
In a rush at Peck's ribbon counUandolph Wealhcrbee. 32
answer.
Personally I think that: patience and twisted uneasily on his ter veaterday, Clifton Dagger Gray,
Theodore Seamon, '34
I've never real
Alice i'urinston. '8:t
Don't take this to mean that all bad liminaries
_
Helen Aslie, '33
Bawlyh'oo is not quite up to college i knee. It had started out like this:
Margaret
Renlett,
'33
olutions
should
be
printed.
There
.
.
,.,
,preliminaries...
Or
ceiecared
for
preliminaries
a
l
(
or
Kuth Bcuhaui, '33
Once upon a time.
Rajah
the (AM. PM. and NOON) lost Ms digniMANAGING DEPAKTMENT
jsn't enough space herein for that ,.v
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
lt-A a.iways been a case ol fol- caliber. I can do better myself. PerLion, king of the animals, called a ty. There Is a reward offered if the
Viooenl BolUau. '83
haps
you've
heard
nic
do
better
purpoae.
Yet
you
can't
blame
me
for
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d.
.
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But
now;,
to
deA. J. Lathstm, Jr., '33
ow tnc trow
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editors
of great council of all the beasts to fiiider will return it to its rightful
since Eddie molwtrate my newly created indepen- than the nincompoop
John Hanley, ".li publlshing mine, for
allot to each of them his particular owner before the next chapel serHarold L. Smith, '34
Isidore Arik '34 wi-ote his, conditions have bccome| de„~e... Tell with preliminaries... Ballvhoo? I say this even though I
Charles' Whipple, '«■*
.Ifimea Balano, '34 much worse, so any attempt to solve
say that habitation on earth. Johnnie Chuck vice.
: Not t0 overlook celery. . . The etu- realize that some, people
l'ACULTV ADV18EB AND AUDITOR
more my telling a joke is like a woman was to live in the ground where he
thom should be funnier now thanideIltl. have ueen behaving.,
Prof. Percy D. Wilkini
Bates' own missionary to Japan,
to a child;
I suffer should dig for himself a deep bur~r lefl9
Therefore the dearth giving birth
ever before. I have one advantage |or
Pshaw Stetson, is rapidly
bingle Copies, Ten Cent.*.. i:i the way ol" fun at the outset; the of scandalous material... my only while I'm telling the joke, and you row, William Weasel should like- Richard
.idvance.
wise find a home for himself, Benfact that I should attempt a] alternativs is to put the profs on the suiter afterward. But this is besid-. jamin Bear was to inhabit the caves regaining his old form. Poor Richard
has not been the same since he negYoung man. what
do
on is no much funnier in >t-| chariot. . . A-yodeling we will go... the point.
I on the uplands—and so Rajah went lected to correct one of hie profesself than any attempt of Cantor's psyCi,e will probably be the next of YOU think of Bawlyhoo?
."Editor ot nil the articles in the News Columns.
on until he had selected a -place on sors even once during a class reci'
Mai.be r ■ IN
I "-'""' i"tcr. ollfgiete Newspaper Association.
our relentless task-masters to aaDr. Edwin M. Wright
to bo funny.
earth for all animals,
or all but
1-ubli.heil«.unella>s d»rl»g the OoItaS Ve.r by Students of Bete, College.
-ume
the
role
of
Hubby
—
judging
I'm afraid that I cant give my one. The last of the growling, bark- tation.
anyway to get down to buameas,
svculid elaas in alter of the post oiTice at Lewittuu. Maine.
Bute red
by his tsnacious trend toward Cam- opinion of Ballyhoo
without pre;. ing, squeeling band
presented
a
I'd combine Eddie's two best ideas. pi- i
Roger Derby, who
modestly adBeauties...
Enthusiastically judice. and therefore I'd rather not j strange appearance. It had a gawky,
,1 by I.e Menage* Publishing Company. Lewiston. Maine.
.\ :iere he'd have one banana peel.
mite that he invented the Iron Lid
fickle
for
a
prof,
too.
.
.
When
you
commit myself on the matter. Yonj awkward gait, but yet had a sort of which
II have two. i.u this manlier recogwa*s named after him, has
do decide to slave for some one of see. the editors stole the bath-tub j grace which distinguished it from
Oh. the bane of Ionian's Influence! Slisittg his second principle of doubadded another invention to hte alPrexy Gray, you re a.
your many women, remember that joke which I had used for 18 yea;-S|,ne olher aniimals. Its boldly beauti- ready
ling
upon
things.
This
is
thus
twice
Edlsonian list of inventions.
How mightily have they moved ktnge
my lectures to women's clubs, ful eyes had an appealing glimmer It is an invisible safety-pin made
Harry Rowe, you're another. • ■
as good as his idea. Twice as many you must "learn to sleep while your
wife nags, else you will get that tiAnd Billy Oarcelon, you big bag and potentates! How a word from people would benefit. Where one doc- rade feeling. . . Your threnody. . . . and naturally I am quite biassed. 1 of kindliness and long suffering. It particularly for Gandhi and his folam afraid too, that Ballyhoo lacks was thin and seemed to require not
ol wind, you're the worst ol the them has changed the course of tor might get a break, two doctors None other than dear old Prexy.
somewhat in the social backgrounds verv abundant food for nourish- lowers.
would get breaks, either that, or one
:iipires!
three. You said you'd like lo gel
m'children.
has
become
un
ardent
exof English Literature, although its ment. In all it presented a pathetic
doctor
would
get
two
breaks.
MoreThe same is true of Ex-Officio
Prof. Wright is now using a new
panned In The Student, but we're
figure, so that the king of beasts
over. I would go one step farther ponent of the Rhumba. . . Witness coherence and unity is good.
Prexy
Childs,
who
Is
the
power
bethe
awful
destruction
of
the
Faculty
As for Brooks Quimby, however. was constrained to think a long hair tonic made from an anti-woodnot going to do it. If you hadn't
than Eddie. If any trouble arose over
borer solution so that it ie no longer
Room. . . Caused by his gyrations
signified your pleasure of being hind the throne of this little insti- these banana peels, any litigations and other similar undulating move- I can ans\\er quite intelligibly. I do time to find one more place in the necessary for him t scratch his head
not think he would be a good subs- world where
this
one
last
tramp
tution.
You
students
who
would
«et
c
;
such,
a
High
Court
of
Peels
could
panned, we might have done it, but
ments the dancer finds so uecessa- titute for
Ballyhoo because
he's among animals might make his while reciting poetry.
'•■ -et up to straighten things out!
rv. . . You'll all envy him Stunt full of it himself: therefore he is home. And at last he thought of
we wouldn't do a damn thing ta on the good .side of Prc.iy Gray, fir I
Boy Sprout Hanley has been acultivate the good-will of Proxy
Some Chinese ideas can be in- Night. . . Wo hope that his adoption ballyhoo: therefore he can't subs- the rocky montain-top
of Europe, warded an Eagle Scout pin. When
please you.
t'lii'.J;. -he whose words of wisdom. corporated here to good advantage. of the dance is more successful than titute for it.
and America, and exercising the asked how he did it, John imeekly
The Chinese had a great idea. When was and is his adoption of the old
greatest
kingly clemency,
he al- replied, "I only seen my duty, and
Brooks Quimby
No. of course 1 don'l know what wheae intervention, or whose ire may unemployment existed, they'd set Cantabridgian accent... Billy GarThat Doc Wright is a nasty little lotted these high solitudes to the I done it." He also admitted tha'
change
your
destiny
where
it
is
men
to
work
digging
a
big
ditch,
and
this editorial is about. It's supposed
COton, of the Bates Board of Rus- pip. I've a good mind to belch forth pathetic, half graceful,
half awkto be a take-off on the editorials of, Planned in the back-office of Roger then they'd v have them fill it up ties, claims that Prof. Pomeroy bays anathema upon him. In the firs*, ward creature standing before him. the three greatest figures In Scontagain.
But
here,
why
not
give
twice
are John Hanley, John Hanley
the furry creatures he claims -.he place—(Editor's
,i,P Lewiston Gaily Pun, and if you I Bill. TWa la written in the temper
note: Printer is With a hasty word of thanks the dom
and John Hanley. College authoria, many men work, and make the
can find out what they're all about. I of a word to the wi.se—and other- work twice as steady. Instead of one shoots... He continues to say that asked to make sure that above ma- beast bounded away with new vigor, ties are showing their appreciation
Prof, actually coudn't hit old Mavon're a better man than I am. A'.l|«ise. T is a woman's figure that rew, have two crews, one to dig and dame Earth from the dizzy heights terial contained uuder the heading and sought his rocky, mountainous of his work by voting to purchase
"Brooks
Quimby" is
deleted. It habitation. And so he became after
I know is that Proxy is one. Harry outshadows that of Proxy 8.
the other to fill in. both crews work- of an eight-inch curb... This is should not appear in this column.)
all the boldest climber, the great- him a larger hat.
ing at the same time. These Chinese really high, however. . .
est lover of the cliffs and ledges,
is another, and Billy is the worst of!
Prof. Olliver F. L'utts
Consider how far friends of yours
I doubt the existence of the Lo- and one of the most graceful of 8.40's...
HIP three
What's all this tripe about keep- lacked scope, it seems to me. Where
the
dance
Chairman
they
would
dig
only
one
big
ditch.
fell on the New York (a rather large dovis—, the Lodovis.—The
j Ing the Bates co-eds being pure, unAnd if you are in
his
Lord- animals.
whose popular song is. . . I'm fordented and uniblemi'Shed. As if they I say have a lot ot smaller local city in New York State) curb. . . Doc Help-Us Curve as exposed in Belly- country you can see him every day ever
blowing bubbles... QuestlonAnd ii tho editor ol The Bates | couldnt get themselves defiled if litehea. This would serve to spread Fisher's secret ambition is... to hoo. Is exposed the right word.' jumping from crag to crag.
who
But little Connie was restless and alre Robinson the lochlnvar
Student by an article sometime ago] they wanted to. Why all this trash the work over a wider field, and own a Ford. . . These inhibitions. . . Being an instructor
in hygiene 1
again employ more men. It juet oc- Coach Spinks seems to be capable feel confident, that 1 have sufficient Uncle Bill drew his bedtime story rode out of the West. . . and 1B ridinsulted Billy's sensibilities.
well • about rules, proctors, et cetera.
Football
curod to me that this might be a of resisting the most seductive ef- knowledge of Bellyhoo to state my-! to a close with "What is this won- den back again by Pom.
then Hilly old boy, smack his sassy;
breeds As for Mac and B'a for
memorise more rules than a parlia- litt'.e expensive. But then, the gov- forts of the myriad Southern-drawl- solf authoritatively ou this matter. derful animal. Connie?
Our father in
political
Face. Yes sir. Billy, get right after mentarian in the House of Com- ernment could tax all these workers captivated women.... His one and I got my training at the New Naval
Connie was sleepy but she knew many.
councillor who
"Why Uncle Bill, it's science, the wise
him. Yes sir hit him and hit him mons. They ought to be given an in proportion as they benefit by the only love is... His Great Dane... Hospital at Bellevue. It seems to the answer:
fought for Whlramin and Whine and
yoa extra three-hours credit per semes-l =cheme. and with the revenue thus Better known, and more appropria- me a good thing for college youth Doctor Fisher!"
be right behind
hard. We'd
Song... 'TIs better to have Whlmrealised pay as good a wage as tely a*; Puddles. . . Prof. Bartlett and to learn the facts of life early in
———^©:
tes.
and
be
ranked
on
the
basis
of
-yilly. -BlUy <.'.*vc*ioi.. wed be right
med and lost than never to Jiava
possible to all. It is evident that Prof. Whitbeck
still competing in life, and I admire the frankness of
how they know the rules.
Whimmed at all... Norman's rebehind you.
only by this meaus can all the work- an effort to smash Rip Van Winkle's the'editors of Bellyhoo.
treat where the poor are made stuHonestly, it's absurd.
it's ridi- ers get as much out of this as they all-time record... The rumor that
I would have the same objections
dents. .. and the students are made
culous, it's worse than that.
And put in. or maybe that should be the Prof. Carroll has St. Vitus' Dance
to
Prof.
Quimby
as
I
have
to
the
Lucky
Lindy...
in
what
the
Bill Dunham is a good example IjtoaB smug litte chaperones
poorer. . . and Hoover said there Is
that other way around seeing as we are
absolutely false... It Is caused magazine, however. That is. I ob- Squadmen of 1931 will wear... he no depression and the tuition was
of a self-made man. We don't see feel they must be the watch-dog of referring to ditches. Tho more one is
by wearing shoes full of sand (sand ject to the exposition of the Lodo- who plays least treasures most...
raised 50 dollars... and Lo! there
how it's genetically possible for a our morals—that if they don't keep reflect< on this, the more he realizes is a gritty substance usuaJly found vis Curve. Brooks Quimby's bulges
remarked Pop Warner and passed was no depression... and again
cute little eyes on
us. we'd
man to make himself, but strange their
such an idea would mean to near oceans and always in Spinach) out too far in front.
.on with a smile... Deraarest the Norman said "Let us have justice"
crawl into some dark corner. If they what
Carry this plan a little ..."Pa" is suffering from "Aththings have happened ill this world. only knew how we laugh at them. society.
Dr. Lloyd Wellington—! debutante of 1932... roll on thou and he gets justice... justice much
deep you—voice from Lincoln.
But when he made himself It's a But of course, these smug little farther, and see what you get. — lete's Foot". . . .Received from the That is.
as he can.
there is no telling what I'll get! Varsity Club in relation to the footDr. Lloyd Goocge Wellington— r-o-1-1— on!.. . Storks are tl "
do their duty.
cinch he didn't try very hard. Some- chaperones must
When people build a house they ball
banquet that was'nt... Not That. is.
storks are falling... beware
my Now I lay me down to sleep
Youth,
you
know,
catches
on
fire
how or other he got his humours
hire a building crew and a very sporting... Lena's adeptness
Dr. Wellington NapoleoB— fair Lady!. .. 'twas not that 2 loved While my Freudian Instincts creep
quickly, and they must be present should
wrecking crew. Between these crews on Horses... Evolved on the paral- That is.
mixed, and used loo much mercurv- to turn on the extinguisher.
her less but rather that she lover If I should die before I wake
the house would never get built, lel bars, no doubt... Rumor faDr. Wellington Waterloo— honor more... quoth
Don
Juan Then Freud will lose another Fake.
and not enough sand. That's whv
But how funny they look, peek- but here the advantages to be gain- gain?) fias it that she was coached Damn it. Dr. Fisher.
sadly... and Puck
puckered his
he's -ii slippery:
he'd squirm out ing around a corner, or sitting on
ed outweigh that-minor detail. More by the Dean. . . The glint in Doc
I have nothing to say on the Dips in a pucksry smile. . . and Rutfrom under your thumb. But that's the lounges at Chase Hall, buzzing men will be employed, and over a Wright's eyes as he goes thru the matter. It seems to me a pity to ledge lost his one cavernous talent And now I set me down to write
While my seething feelings fight
always the trouble when men try- about some new couple who appears: longer period of time. Then with the ramifications of caesural pause. . . desecrate classic literature by put- over the summer season... a coup If I should write what I do think
who are And he is such a tiny fellow. . .Doc ting it on the shelves of a college for Cowper's Gland. . . Miss Bates Lord Byron! What a stink.
to rise above the laws of tiod. They on the floor, and becoming scandal- members of the family
make a
mistake
somewhere.
It ized if some new dancer deserts the building the house, living out of Britain and his famous little ditty library for the delectation of filthy- and her brother—of 1936—"soused
classroom for the dance-floor.
doors necessarily Whilst awaiting which will undoubtedly be handed minded students. However,
if the Hossfeathers"... a talc of mistaken
might have been better for Bill it
You know. Eddie and Mabel, it's, completion of the house which of down from class to class. . . Some- saturation
New that mid-terms writtens are
point reached
100 per identity. . . Vacuum
Demyer
tha
he hadn't been a self-made
man. a rule of dancing that couples mostI course will never come (see how- thing about dogs believing Parker cent over the Gobi Desert,
cleaner... he just over id Mostevery University, the
that Parker Hall
keep
room
for
a
straw
betwee-i
i
perfect
my
scheme
is
I
they
will
students
are preparing a list of
but lei somebody else make him.
to be a dog house. . . Fweddy talk- would be a lot of ballyhoo.
keeps chipping aw-ay... if hosses
were wishes the hostlers might ride grlevences. The main trend of disDemi Basel Clark
But that's all right. Bill's a good them. I'd suggest. Mabel and Eddie.. ncPri more food a„d clothing. When ing-up Ills sofa for the use of thwarthat you come to Chase Hall dances winter comes thev will have to exer1 am wholly opposed to plac- . . . Boys will be boys quoth chromo- satisfaction seems to be that they
fellow. Don't let anybody tell you wlth straws or toothpicks in jrour\clM lo heep warm. This will require ted students. . . Sofa, so .good. . . Ma ingNo.
Ballyhoo in our library. In the some x and shifted to the left... consider it unfair for some profesMetcalfa
and
her
Empress
Eugenie
differently. If anybody does, then teeth, so when you conic across a I even more food, and will cause the Just another feather In her cap... first place, it is not good for juve- then there was the socially promi- sor* to announce hour writtens
land right bach on him; yes sir. couple whom you think is dancing wearing out ot more clothes. All this Stewart still bewildered . . . Because nile minds.
In the second place, nent senior who was asked what he haphazardly and others to give asBilly, hit right back and hit hard. too close, you might see if you will effect a steadier demand for the why?... Because Ihe beleives the the girls wouldn't catch on to the got it in. . . and he never did know signments too. They suggest an
could get the straw between the commodities and necessities of life. frosh are trying to put something Jokes, is that what you call them? ... and never could understand... "hour-written" schedule be planned
The daily Pun
Will he re;ht with partners.
Ot course, you must al- This feature gives a permanent and over on him. . . For shame, are you
I shall certainly not
allow the Metro nome cliff the proctor of our to help out the situation.
ways keep an eye on yourselves too. lasting value to the idea. II you are a poor loser?... Sammie and Ollie women students to attend a footyou.
Youth is so volatile, you know.
not ready to hand m" the credit now. display a wonderful spirit of altru- ball banquet at which Prof. Quimby
The trouble is, that if we let
The Pun is glad to s.e how Pre- Eddie, and Mabel choose their own I'll take it for creating the first cir- ism . . . Can you imagine anyone is the toastmaker.
Mr. Walter Stewart
sident Hoover followed I he advice straws, they might come in with cle outside the mathematical Held sharing such a lovely secretary?...
Ballyhoo?
What
is
Ballyhoo?
that is not vicious. This will provide Goodwin knows more about the cooBy VERILY BERATING
we printed
in this column
last bales of hay. and demand that part- economists thought for food. Their eds than even I. . . . Woodcock. .
Element or compound?
(Sung by Prexy Gray, Harry Rowe, and Norman Ross.)
week. The Fun recommended that ners dance far enough apart so that cosl of living will .be reduced in Know nothing about him. . . . Dovey
Dr. Fred Ma'x'e
WE are the bosses of Bates, of Bates,
Perhaps. (Reporter.
"What
do All three:
Hoover appoint an
unemployment a bale of hay could be placed be- proportion. .lust another fine point! Hovey. . . One of the twelve great
tween them.
We sponsor, for honor, debates, debates:
you mean
by perhaps?")
Maybe.
committee,
that it be headed by
Cheek that sigh of relief. I haven't thinkers who understood Einstein's (Reporter. "Perhaps maybe?") No Ross: •
I never give students rebates, rebates;
Or if it's too much
trouble to finished yet. A daring and radical theory. . . Frantic. . . Bewildered, as
Gilford,
that he be allowed
to
1 keep an eye on the dates, the dates
Rowe:
lug a bale of hay around.
they proposal Is about to be made. usual... Because newspapers claim sir. Fred Mabee.
OF THE SOCIAL CALENDAR !
choose his own sectional heads, and might chew some, make it in the
All three.
Prof. Lena Walmsley
I'leasure-mad individuals who limit Al is all wrong. . . Andy does a great
Oh, WE are the bosses of Bates.
Of course, reading the magazine
that he provide work or charity for form of a cud, and then when they their activities by the month may lecturing on "The Family"... EsNo. I am the bosses of Bate9, Ah!
the unemployed during the coming come across some dancers who are not like this suggestion, but it has pecially when one takes into consi- can do coarse masculine minds co Prexy:
This BAL-lad. bal-LADDE,
too close together, just take those an undeniable appeal for those of deration the fact that it is practi- harm. Certainly not, I would make All three:
Winter.
This Bal-Iad, bal-LADDE
cuds out and see if they will go a more retiring nature. I would place cally all hearsay... Guess that's no objection to seeing Ballyhoo on
Yes sir. Mr. President, you did between
Sung by the bosses of Bates.
s
the partners. Of course,
the library racks, providing—that
the world's people on shifts, not enough on the Faculty for a while. . it was taken away on nights when Rowe, disgusted: P.'exy. you're flat!
just right to lake the advice of the this would be sloppy business, but all
Now for a one-day ticket to Soua
night
and
day
shift,
but
a
bi-weekly
Harry, I'm flat?
women are allowed to use the li- Prexy:
Fun. just right. You couldn't have it would be sufficient.
shift. More specifically. I would have thern Australia... Will probably
Can't you get THAT?
Ross:
'Or it might be well to invent ex- one half the population sleep the take up my abode at the rim of an brary. It it were allowed to stay on Prexy:
done better. Now go right ahead
Commissariat !
the racks all the time, and the
with the program, Mr. President, tensions for the arms so that dan- first part of the week to begin with active volcanic crater. . . . Drop in women were given an equal chance Ross:
Commissariat ?
and see one sometime. . . garhaps
cers
could
dance
ten
feet
apart.
(the
first
part
of
this
radical
proPrexy:
Can't YOU get that?
and we'll keep you posted all along
However, unless these artificial arm posal would cause little trouble in the yokel that usually writes this to read it. it would take away all
You're the COM-is-SA-riat !
on how we like it, and what we extensions could be invented with •forae circles on this campus, tho the column will be blamed... Ha. ha, the element of surprise when the
Hah!
think you ought to do. Then just nerve endings that would feel, it second part might b? a bit harder to ha.... He who laughs last, makes men cracked the jokes they read in Chorus:
Boomlay ! Boomlay ! BOOM !
Ballyhoo to their co-ed friends.
read these editorials. Mr. President, wouldn't be any fun dancing any- fulfill), and then that half would a man healthy, wealthy and wise. . .
I object to the double standard
Means nothing. . . I care less
more.
stap
awake
the
second
portion
of
the
and you can guide the ship of State
as set forth in Ballyhoo, however.
half slept. Three cheers for Columbus, crackers If the women are to be depicted
It's a great problem, and is so week while the second
through all these troublous sea3.
mouse traps, and typhoid Fever...
With
one
half
of
the
world
awake
All dreaming and scheming
half naked, I think it is only fail- All three.
Tea, sir. Mr. President, keep your greai in the opinion of The Gaily while the other was asleep, we would
Ot all things beseeming
Pun that we would suggest a comfaith in us We'll lell win ||0W t0 mission of horse-radishes to look in need to police officers. One half *xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to the women to depict the men in
Is done by the bosses of Bates.
the same manner.
x
'•
.
do it.
would
wal.li
while
the
other
slopt.
The only minds teeming
ihe matter.
This alone would be a big saving.
With, ideas gleaming
OMCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Then with loss room for sleeping
This is true. A really "undatable"
Are those of the bosses of Bates.
lady has been fonnd at Ohio Uniquarters needed, as but half the
OH, WE ARE THE BOSSES OF BATES !
number of beds would he in use at
versity. She Is of a royal family, but
one time, there would be many benedoes not smoke, swear, own a car, Prexy:
i featj at chapel.
fits. We would cultivate more gar- xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx dress flashily, or neck. Her name is Rowe:
"Lets be fair with ourselves — Xovv how many don't under*
But THEY finish chapel.
dens, and a consequent atmosphere!
Nasi-Khonsou-Pa-Khrodou. Don't be; Prexy:
stand this ?*'
WHO finishes chapel?
Dean Matilda Jane Jones of a delusioned when you find out that Rowe:
of Poesque supernal lovellnei?s. On
AME— !
Percy Wilkius
this campus alone, the strain, of New England preparatory school for she is a mummy in the Archaeolo- Prexy:
Ah what'
"The best way to nvt out of a ililfit-tilty is not to get into it."
waiting for a new dormitory would girls recently issued a rule that all gical Museum there.
Rowe:
Ah me.-that's all, ah me !
Willie Whitehorn
be obviated. There would be no need the girls were to wear—throughAll three.
Oh. we ave the bosses of Bates '
The department of Physical Edu- Ross:
for it. (The administration will en- out the winter (woolen hosiery and
"Now let's .TIII this to our intellectual baggage.''
I am the Bursar.underwear.) After investigation the cation at Colby College have carried Rowe:
dorse
this
plan,
therefore.)
Blanehe T. Gilbert
And I am the Dean.*-';
motives for silch a rule, a commit- on investigations to find why the Prexy: .
And L au the butter
But why go on? Theie suggestions, tec found that Dean Jones owned co-eds are so tired and worn ou*
"TBH me that's effeminate and I'll sock him ou the jaw."
Who goes la between
I afford a good general plan to work: controlling shares in the loca' woot- The results show that it is because
Robert Berkelmau
The Board ot Trutti**-^,—
6n, the minor details can be worked: en industry
:
of lack of Sleep due to the fact that Both:
-Climbing on Vesuvius I fell in v.ith an Englishman.'
You mean the TRUijlUfe :
out a little later. Those who Will unthe
train*
which
go
by
their
campus
Prexy
-*—Halbe'rt Britan
Oh yes, the TRU8TIUS,
doubtedly be captivated hy these
It is predicted that the boys at keep them awake. The college au-'
ideas can give them further consid- Holy Cro»« are going to introduce thorities have cqme to an agreeAnd the blooming alttmni,
"Beware of the sin of supercillious, silly, cynicism."
eration, the further from me the pillffws -for the class room -chaiYS ment with the Maine Central R. R
But I don't care, because I
-ftayborn Zerby
Both:
No, .W« ^-» mm X
better. Some may say this is a lot These will put the studerft at ease officials, who have promised to
Preay: .
Oh yei, we — —
. .of hot air, but remember it's a darn and the non-student will be able to
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ?XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>
muffe
the
train
whistles
while
in
Chorus:
BECAUSE
WE
ARE
THE
BOSSES
OF BATES
cold "•orM that has no hot air.
catch u.p on his sieeo
the vicinity of the Colbv campu«
BOOJ'LAV BOOMLAY, BOOM '

of Scotch
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Figure Ache

Presky Bray
the Whole Truth
Gives the Bunk
for our Mirrors?
About Roosia

Continued from page 1
ci improvements including five additional feet of barberry hedge.
2. The
Inauguration
of
special
week-end and round trip rates for
£ewiston
and
Auburn
students.
Town girls must also have the privilege of obtaining this service for
repeated trips of Bates gentlemen.
The special rate will also be in
iffect for the students
of French
Conversation and professors
Barclett and Crafts.
5. TWO reinforced steel special cars
for use
on the
Freshman
Ride.
These cars shall also have wrought j
iron advertisement posters.
Perm:-'
nent
souvenirs
make
contented
fr.shmen.
4. A complete
change
in
the art
scheme of the cars to conform
to
• li' delicate stream lines of Chinese '
nquins.
Professor
Berkelman
; .
gays that your present
means of
conveyance "has all the beauty cf
a mud turtle on wheels, and shocks
the supernal loveliness of the spring
mornings."
5. A reversal of
direction
every
ether trip to counteract the Figure ;
8 s vicious tendency
to cause
the
Bates students to think one-dife<:-1
tion thoughts.
6.
The
Trustees
submitted tii;
above architect's drawing a« a sug- j
$c?tlon
for
the
remodeling
of.
Figure 8 service to become an aid
iu completing
the
proposed
art'
scheme and in obviating the the;
one-direction
thought
tendency.
This suggestion was made
by Mr.
Norman E. Ross '22 as
the most
economical means of travel down
Campus Avenue combining
beauty
of serpentine movement, and symbolical depth of philosophy, with a
lunger and more invigorating ride.!

slips de buke >to Stalin—j
Hae Vodka Time !—
Leads Nortzv

Chapel

Tin- Uo>s Track Plan Tor Figure Aches

."-.
Professor
Cutts
offers
assnranee
that P. T. credit will |)0 given for
no less that five BUCD Figure Ache
rides per week. Prof. Wnlmsley has
also cooperated In the matter
so
that it" such an innovation is made
Bates women may fake such sport
for credit provided that training is
followed and
no nuts
are eaten.
"Let",- go Figure Aching, girls!" she
says.
The Trustees deny absolutely the
rumor thai Mr. Rose Brsl conceived
the serpentine Hack idea when returning to the Campus after attending a down-town Fireman's Brawl
in the early 1920s, and state that
he is acting with usual good sense
and cafeful consideration of the

I vital needs
of the
College.
The
Trustees also make it clear
that
in as much
as they
spent
much
time in consideration of the Figure
Ache problem they will consider it
a potent sebuke if their ideas are
not put into effect, and in SUCn case
will consider seriously the removal
of the College to a more sympathetic environment. The trustees hope
that the innovations
will be made
before Christmas
1931.
for
the
whole matter is in the nature of a
surprise to President Gray, the total
work on the question having been
done when he was on his last trip
to Europe, and the group plans to
present the completed project
to
him as a Christmas present.

Year after year members of the
Mirror Board have toiled faithfully
to produce a year book
of which
every member of the Senior Class
may justly be proud. In the course
of our intellectual and unprejudiced
dlilonmltinB it has been revealed that
there are many who belittle the Per-onr.Is of the Mirror.
Not only are the accusations unjust but such rabid criticism may result on the loss of the entire Personal Section.
On the other hand,
cooperation with the Personal Editors will achieve a piece of statistical work which will be invaluable
for future reference.
Indeed that
division of the book may attain the
relative importance that the annual

(Editor's note:
Prexsky
Blufftoa
Dugglt Bray will just for fun give
to the FUN this first of a series
of bunk on his recent tour of
Russia. This is also the last.)
"Well, I steps down onto de dock
and slips de duke to Joe Stalin fer
a shake. Joe says it's de nuts
to
meet de kid from de Lewiston Trust
Company meaning de banks of the I
Androscoggin and I reciprocates wit1
de retort. "Oh dat's 0:K: Cho. I two days on black bread I was so
done it fer de wife an'
kiddies". hungry me stomach
tot me
troat
Right then we was buds.
was cut but I hauls in ,me
belt a
"Joe reaches fer me ear and says, coupla hitches and decides dat me
"How 'bout a shot Cliff er I mean waste line kin stand it anyhow.
BhifY". Of course I blushes in think"Joe suggests a ride
to de big
ing of
me orders to
the Student farms. He and me stomach acquiesCouncil back home but anyhow we ces and de fun's on. We gets on de
pulls a sneak and hoists a couple to train and into de sleepin
compartde Russian choiches.
Coming
out ments.
from de huddle
I spys Ma giving
"Ivan Awfulitch, our guide, was
me de provoibal cold shoulder but a great vodka guzzler, and he un1 Bgures I kin bribe her to keep da derstock, you know, like Ma and de
news from de Trustees
so dat de Trustees wunt. Ivan and Nora Lipwin den wurlt hear.
soff, his babe was panlcy about each
"De nex' day I leads chapel an' udder. In fact Nora was de fondest
de way
do boys come in
on the thing Ivan was of.
Amen is de nortz. I tells de Russ"Traveling troo de steppes of de
kies to be brave
and to stand up whole Russian ladder, revelling in
under de black
bread and
vodka de sylvan solitudes and in de bucountil the Five
Year Plan
is over lic atmosphere of kine
(cows
to
and den
I changes
me mind an' you) grazing,
I was nuts
gentle
tells dem dat dey kin sit down wit reader, just nerts about de whole]
de vodka. (I had to meself). After! damn ting."

record of the Credit Men's Association now enjoys.
If these vehement dissenters are
still
unconvinced
we ask them to
carefully and fairly peruse the fine
representative examples listed below.
Often times concrete fact carries
more
weight
than
the
abstract
theory.
Susie Bones
"She spins not. neither does 6he
spit."
Born
December
5.
1905.
Four
Corners Academy:
Matriculation
1. 2. 3.,4.
Daisey Blunderman
Weight 205.9 pounds: Waist Measure
44 Inches.
Born June 1.
1913:
Moron High
School: Individuals 1. 2:
Natural Dancing 3. 4: Fiske Dining
Hall 1. 2. 3. 4; Student representative of 'I'lliii-it- CorjMiration;
Creek Chous; Class Baby.
William Ford
"A man's ture merits 'tis not hard

to find."
_
Born August S. 1808; P..dJie Tennis
team 3. 4: Captain of Bad Minton
•!: Manager of Hand Ball 3: defeated candidate for the Rhode
Scholarship.
\nnj°anette Antoinette Allardyce
Bom October 1. 1911: Hiking 1, 2:
Fallen Arches 3. 4: President ot
Woman's Body Development Asso.iation:
Editor of "Lines and
Figures".
\V. P. Phillips Jr.
•i'enrod"
"Prom his mother's womb untimely
ripped"—Shakespeare.
\- itanl In women's Hygiene: Edi• ■ of Benrod Thru the Transon":
President of See Saniore Society
t. >. 8, 4.
V'our va.-i fund of au
l< information hae always been a sawce
of envy and admiration, yet you'v.
alwaj i been willing to share: In fact
one may say of you: "Sees all. know*
all. speaks all."

>A Y T I M E

QNAPPY

D;f

Frocks for

H N B R
3 PORTS WE AR
GBIFFON CLOTHES FOB -MEN
Charge Account Servirc
POTiTT'T T '8

109-111 Usboii St..

Lewiston, Maine.

Hecker-Franson Needlecraft Shop
WE SPECIALIZE IN

Ladies' Furnishing—Gifts—Art Needlework
Instructions Free

79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

Say it with Ice Cream

QEORQE A. ROSS
Bates

1904

ELM

STREET

Compliments of

Made

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ItESH

LEWISTON
Main Street

A
C
A
D
E
M
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never parched, never toasted ■

CAMELS are KEPT Fresh!
• :

MOU probably know that heat is used in
the treatment of all cigarette tobaccos..

benefits of heat treatments and still avoiding ever parching or toasting.

But you know loo that excessive heat

With every assurance w,e tell you, Camels
are truly fresh. They're made fresh — not
parched or toasted—and then they're kepi
fresh in the Camel Humidor Pack.

can destroy freshness and fragrance.
That's why there could be no truly fresh
cigarette except for scientifically developed
methods of applying heat.

If you wish to know why the swing to
Camels is nationwide and steadily growing
— switch to them for just one day — then
leave them, if you can.

Reynolds is proud of having discovered
and perfected methods for getting the

I

c
o

CATALOGS

L
L
E
G
E

YEAR BOOKS
PROGRAMS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hi
Merrill & Webber Co.
Expense should not be considered

foe Quality Production

Printers

Paper ELulera
Bookbinders
Office and Plant
95-1)9 MAIN STREET. AUBURN, .MAINE
(3 FLOOKS Of MOUKKX BQTJ II'MKNT)

QEO. V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
DIAMONDS • - WATCHES

80 LISBON STREET.

LEWISTON

MAINE.
1

ATTENTION, 8TTJDEU T S !

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

Excel

Winston-Salem, N. C.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company's
Coast-to-Coast Radio Programs

CLEANERS AND DYERS

CAMEL QUARTER HOUR, "Vlorlull Downey. Tony Woil.% anil

10% Discount to All Bales Students

Camel Orchestra, direction Jacques Renard, every night
except Sunday. Columbia Broadcasting System

A. G. LEVINE, Mgr.

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR, Alice Joy, "Old Huiicll."
and Prince Albert Orchestra, direction Paul. Van Loan.
every night except Sunday. \. B. C. Red Network.

Sates,
Compliments of

See radio page of local newspaper for time

•

New Method Dye Works
Paul Carpenter
11 Weat Paxker
Don't remove the moisture-proof wrapping from
your package of Camels after you open it. 77ie
Camel Humidor Pack is protection against sweat,
dust and gtrtns. In offices and homes, even in
the dry atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camel
Humidor Pack delivers fresh Camels and keeps
them right until the last one has been smoked

MOST

AMD

Luggage Store Eaat of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store
Upholstery — Draperies
Window Shades

THE BEST IN TOW.
KOR WOMEN AND Ml "

J. K. CAMPBELL

BILL, The Barber

Sabattna Street
LEWISTON

Two Best Places To Eat—at

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

•i

SELL

GOOD CLOTHES

ytndv FRESH- *>#p*.FI*ESe

'§►?«••, % f. S*a.Ui Tefceaaa O

-

CHASE HALL

CRONIN & ROOT

VRVCH

,-,[[

HARRT-LPLUMMER.

0«r. MAIM sid MtBBl-B 3TB
SUaks CnopE ana Home Mads t\M
Spttsei diieaast giTec «• collage st»4a».. A!! Spert Mawt *r Kidtot WIJU Yoa Ea*
Eatea Street
Lewietor.. Ma'ce

CAMELS
, *

DISTINCT IVE
IPHOTOGRAPHV

LSWI8TOM. MATME.

WHEELER CLOTHING CO,

C—— *

"

UP-TO-DATE

Por GOOD CLOTHES and
FURNISHINGS

*--» ■.u ■■

- ■

TBL. 3630

COMPLETE

„
87 M
Tel. 8172

.....

■•

CLEANING and PRESSING

128 MAIM 8T..~

4 W IU fe4 -

'23

140 LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON

1°c
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Faculty Drama ! **« F&e of the Fr*k Frvkmcm

5«XXXX^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXK^XXXXKXXXXXX;

| Aliiiruitii Organizes Natio
Fraternity as Result
!

I PLAY BY PLAY BROADCAST
OF POOH-BAH—A LA tYAN

XXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXX::XXXXXXXXXXHXXX::XXXX::XX::XX::::XXX:::::::I

At the
last
moment. Facultee
hopes were given a rafc-e (the unemployment rommitt°e Is protesting this raise) when it was announced that Levin~ky. star full-back for
the Panlmew. would not. be able to
plav
Hta lather refuted to allow i
him "to play because the papers re-j
port.J that in the last game Leviaaky "gobbled up the pigskin-' after

deal of Trouble. 1 hear Coath Pilkins
raviiiK. "Oh.
why don't they stop
him? If I only had someone to throw
the Bui! — throw the Bull. Ah,
Hint gives me an idea. 1 have just
the ,man Simby. go in there at right
half. •Whereupon. Babbling Brooke
Simby entered this affray and proceeded to throw the Bull in hie usual manner.

a fumble.
Waybaek Bobineon has called time
It's a beautiful day. The sun to lout and to going tip to the referee.
shilling brightly, and. if H wasn't Bobinson's melodi:voice comes
tor the steady rain, it wouldn't be'floating back to us and h" is saying,
so w t Here oomes Tim
Matonol"! saw your father thi-< morning."
Sporting a raccoon Boat, 2 ophomore Before the game is resumed, let me
Kirk
1 Junior Rifle, 5 Presh-wo- read yon a couple of telegrams that
men. and 1 Senior co-ed Now the have come in. Here they are:
Hoy.- of the Facultee,
tame can begin.
Von did unusually well dining
Heavens, here H is the lasl quar- the first half. Now I shall • \)n . •
the next
ter and 1 IKIV- li-en so excited that yon to Improve during
1 have forgotten to take any more half. I KNOW you can do It.
notes. The game has gone along;
Blank Gilbert.
fairly smoothly BO fa* with neither!
side being able to score. The Start I Coach Pilkins,
of the eame was postponed a few
| have been I'-tening to the game
■ninutee when TacUe-Ceiter-Ouand-lover the radio and i beard the anBndVQuarterback Mutts refused to I nouncer say thai it was a ueck-topiay because he thought that some- neck struggle P aee keep your men
one had loin to the game without I from using such tactics which are
paying the usual J27.67 (includingIreserred tor use al Ohaee Hall on
I. or course, «uch a charge was Saturday nights. The honor of B
without foundation, and Mutts was I must remain unsullii
persuaded to play for his usual $400
Dean Shark
i If be accepted more, he would be
a professional. Mutte would not alNow aren't those Inspiring?
low -nch a riling io happen). The
other hitch came at the half when
The struggle i- on with Clifford
the Pastimers broke the record by
Bay tailing back to throw
keeping ihe Facultee from scoring Oagnahbil
during the first half. Water-boy Sor- a pass to Scotchy SacDanoM. The
man Cross thought that the Pas- ball i.; snapped, and Bay shoots a
time,-; should
pay for the record wonder-pass right Into SacDonald'e
but he drops it. Again the
which they broke The Pastimers, paw-.
however, said that the game was for same play fails. Befree J. Hurray
Ihe benefit oVihc ^employed "and, Tarwll targets to make a penalty
if they bad to nay for the record, ror two incomplete passes
.,_..
., not
_. u.
.ui« •«
IU.
The Boj
Boys- are back in th- lmduliihi'.v ..would
be able
to „,i,.
make the
around Quarterback Sobby BoMctocustomary $21,000
m:in. Let's nun the mike on them
Two minutes to play. There i,< no to boar what they ar 1 Baying.
36-49-28
American Can. fi::chance of the Pastimers' scoring aa nice,
gainsi the Facultee Whose war-cry Hip. There goes the pass
\-t "They shall not pass". Th ■ (|iie.s- long, high one. It's over SacDonald'e
n'on is — will the Facultee be able hea !. but » M b bis eye glued on I hat
penny, he hurls
himself into the
to scor •"
cool December air and clutches at
Bull Durham of the Pastimers is be twirling spheroid. He touches it
seeming to give the Facultee a great and

II Oi»X

ol

spwui' Butterson, Once Victim of Initiation Into|
Fictitious Frat Here, Now Turns Tables
—Called They Tacappe Aknew
New brilliance was shown upon
Alma Mater this week as the result of j
the discovery thut Acadeinia Bates-;
ina is the indirect ancestor of quanillative even if not quality They
Tacappe Aknew.
Anomaly enough I
thai this shrine of rugged indivi-1
dualism and anti-passwordism: this:
tempi.- of disdain of fraternal psuedo-myst icism sbonl have harbored,
yea fostered the Idea which should
anon burst its provincial bonds and
spring forth—and bear fruit in j
some six months :!2-fold and eight
months 50-fold.
The unfinished frame of upper j
Chase, long since bedizened with i
gentler finish and smoother plaster
is the grim witness of what occurred a scant dozen years ago in this.
citadel of a Hellenism. During the:
recent earthquake the following,
story was revealed to the inquisitive j
reporter. The tale is complete by I
virtue of the self-confessed declaration; of potency by the object of j
all this free publicity.
liming Hie winter of the great1
coal strike and the high tariff on |
CodPish there aspired to the mem-j
bership of esoteric Towel amb. Dad
Elta (we're not sure what the amb.;
stands for but we have figured it |
out to be ambilevous since that is 1
the closest in meaning to sinistro-,
gyric one and only Preserver of the
Ancient Order of Academic Undergraduate
Magoozlums at
Acad.
Hates., one Phi Bate known as
Winsome "Spoof" Butterson. After
an investigation of his undesirable
iraiis by comniitteemen of ability,
the Magoozlums reached that point
of Belf-denial at which one is will-,
Ing even to let the wolf at the door j
come in and in came Spoof. The ini-!
tiatlon, ihorougby electrified, was j
planned by Thinker Ohms and Phy-1

sii ist Woulbee and consisted of a j
varied program of amps, volts and I
watt-not. Bye-witnesses gathered to]
date include Doctor Dorjan, Bacte-j
riologist Lossunsky. and least but
not last Teacher Dreary. Further;
details of the carnage are not availabb', but the story is only beginning.

Spoof Turn-. Organizer

Continued :roni P^se l
...a ,-.L a whisper ;o it le lost to
the othei tacuity members)
PP.EXi—Oven heah Is something
that b*fl been called to my attentlon. Ab. in. Should we show any
mar-r-r-cy to those
Bates men
who-arr-ahem are said to play at
cards for more than
the actual
fun derived?
DEAN I'l.AKK- I think
that is a
matter to be decided upon by the
Social Functions Committee.
MISS WAL.MSLEY — I quite agree
with Dean Clark.
DEAN CLARK
;>.) they have approved chaperones?
Miss WALMSLEY—Yea, do they
have approved chaperones?
NORM ROSS Snapper reports that
the boys have stuffed their keyholes with paper, so actual names
cannot be given at this time.
INDISTINGUISHABLE VOICE — I
move we give
Snapper a new
pair of Grey Streaks for Christman.
CHORUS—Second the motion.
(Norm Ross makes
note of anoilier Item
to be charged to
breakage
ami
damage
in the
dormitories. I
JOE BARTLETT
- Does anyone
know what time It Is?
PREXY
I io. tor Fisher, what
do
yon think of the chapel services
this year?
DOC FISHER
1 enjoyed Both of
them. Pass the jelly beans.
PA GOULD Dr. Wright, bow many
years arc involved in Hie
Five
Year Plan?
HOC WTtlHIlT - I don't know. I am
mil here to answer questions, bin
merely to point out information.
However. 1 really must do a little
research work on that subject.
( Pa Gould sirs
back,
grinning
evilly and
wringing his hands.
Daring
the remainder of the
meeting, he proceeds to ask Dr,
Wright 37% more questions.)
MR. WHITBEQK— (He walks
exactly .",'_. steps to the door, returns in six
flat, starts to say
something, finds he has forgotten

Once upon a I .;...- that
a* ■>
1 ieshmaii who arrived at College
from the <■.,■: IOTM, <-. nn J Mono-,
1..1,. on his SuJease
and a Cigarette
from 1 li-:N Lou er i.lji. His Impression of the College waa that its.
Temperature was not much aboveFreezing.
He lost no Opportunity of Making his Opinions known. "Yo'u Pikers sh'd see the Bawston
Public
Libr'y." said He.
'Now there's a
Libr'y. And Buildings—" but here j
words tailed him and he indicated j
Parker Hall With a BDAer which
leveled the two top floors.
wiped;
out the Reception room, and sent:
the Poor homeless Seniors scuttling
for Shelter. His sneer was in fact,
a Perfect Match for the Knee Plus
Ultra Pours which he wore to Show
that he Came from the Big Town,
and not from
ihe Slicks, where
Plus Fours consist of a Pair of Old .
Trousers with ihe legs Tucked into
your Rubber Boots.
-Vow it came to pass that in Due
lime, after sev ral Set-Backs which
iie Attributed to Ihe Prejudices of;
the Professors he became Eligible!

The scene shift3. Spoof was really a chemist but soon after college
he abandoned his atomizers for the
more exciting and (who knows) lucrative occupation of Organizer. He
created
and occupied dramatically
the post of Grand and Glorious Archon of the now potent Towel
group, incorporated.
We forgot to
tell you that in the meantime the
Idea mentioned
above had now
sprung, full-grown, from the cloisters of Acad. Bates, in the genera!
direction of Mexico and settled unceremoniously (but not so for long)
on the campuses of four centres of
Learning. Assiduous horn-blowing
and hankshaking by
Organizer
Spoof failed however to gain for
We can show you a varied selection -1
dear old Towel
any recognition
Good Olothing
from Those Who Count. So in desPRIZE CUPS
Good Furnishing
peration and and disdain for Those
DLAH PRIl
Who Count, Spoof spread the gosp 1
FOUNTAIN PENS
of the Towel, now emerged from
the cuckoon stage, renamed it They
01 all sternum mnke*
27 LISBON STREET
Tacappe Aknew (dear old
TTApost-gestatory age one year), and
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
the woods rang with the accomplishments of Brother Butterson.
LADIESSo much so that Those Who Count
were sorry and Spoof was recalled
LEATHER HANDBAOS
southward to preside over the for^
tune of erring undergraduates.
^
One ludicrous part of this story,
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
other than the tears shed by Self(,"o K Schmi.il
11 Rates St.
Sacrificing Spoof on the occasion of
BOOK ENDS
the first annual anniversary of the
founding of dear old TTA.
is the
CLOCKS
Lrwist on—ltiiinlc.nl—r.iniiliigton
l.\ l.,-.vi!.|r.|| —
(gee, we hate to print this part)
7 4", A M
12.35 P.M., 1 28 I' V
n all Kind"
magnanimous offer to let'the original
1 - i - ■ mford T.8S A.M., I2.2S P.M., M' !' H
members of the Towel back into the
1 .• Kuril '-i
organization—for ten dollars!
7.30 \ M . 12 ' > P H , I lfl P M
We hope that we've got this story
STANDAR1J TIME
bis 110K-. and returns 10 bis COBJ
straight.
We're never purposely
COMPANY
ol Ballyhoo.)
lihelous. but you know that a newsMR. SKW ARD ( Bursting In with
paper can't put virtue into a story
his hair at hall" mast)
V
(il Kn bat His Streel
that isn't there in the first place.
Has the bell rung?
I did Fryo
enn - -; 1,". ICK G NSIII.IN'I''
Street in 26 seconds. Pardon me.
' Editor'* note: To be clearly un.nil M'UHICATING OILS
Mr. Rowe, have you a comb?
derstood the names of fraternities
Vt \.-l: IN.: ■ ■; ORE \s|\i;
in the above article must be read HARRY ROWE—-Yes, I'll pardon
you.
aloud. This story is absolutely found- WILLIE WHITEHORNE—I almost
Lewlston, Maine
Nearest
Gasoline
Station
to
College
didn't get here. It looked like a
ed on fact.)
—+
terrible storm.
ANDY MY HUMAN'—Let's sing a
few verses of "Russian Rag".
BOBBY BERKBLMAN - I should
like to point out a rather obvious
error
in 1 lie spelling
of your
name as written above.
ANDY That's right. The H should i-—+
be before the P. A case of the|
carl before the horse. Speaking
of horses—
PROF POMBROY—Yes.
we know
all about it Isn't it lime we bad
a banquet .'
PA GOULD—If I rant have girls
at my banquet. I'll take my dolls
and go home.
62 C0UKT STRBBT
AUBURN. MAINB
GREASY CARROL1
Shouldn't -we
discuss Freshman Initiation?
PREXY -That reminds me—when
is a newspaper not a newspaper?
CHORUS When ii is Burati'a Bugle!
JOE BARTLETT - Does anyone
know what time it is?
1 .\ noise is beard in ihe corririo'.
Led by Brooks Quhnby. the faculty
LEWiSTOK
AUGUSTA
charge out en masse to save their
hats, all except
Mr, Seward
who
didn't have one, and Mr. Whltbeck,
Arthur "Gilli" Dumais
iNSURED CABS
Israel Winner
j
who lias read himself to sleep.)
—Curtain—
ACT THREE
2 1 Hour Service
For Real Courteous Service
25 Centn Local Rftf*»
Scene—The Bates Chapel
Time—Tuesday 9 A. M.
LEWISTON MAIN£
(Proxy has selected another unfa. +
miliar hymn. The members of the
choir get lonesome in their efforts to
survive the tour long stanzas.
As
the end of the la-I verse heaves in
sight, expressions ol" rapturous glee
24
HOUR
SERVICE
are seen to steal over the faces of
the students. Belts are hitched up.
feet are planted (irmly on the floor,
3 Minutes from the Campus
and many deep breathing exercises
Tel. lov/w
are practised.)
STUDENT BODY—AH-AH-AH-AHAH-MEN-N-N-N-N
(The roof rises, the floor sags, the
walls reverberate. Prexy is thrown
back into his chair by the blast, and
The Moccasin House
another successful period of morn33 SABATTUS STREET
ing worship is thus terminated.)
DEALER IN HIGH GRADE MOCCASI.VS

Haskell & Hopkins

SER VALL
I UN
The Blue Line

BARNSTONE-OSfiOOI)

Pred C. MeKenney

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

THE COLLEGE STORE

For GUT'S SAKE ! !

ALWAYS WELCOME

fat Fleshman's Grease
"I have never endorsed nor recommended
a harsh

laxative —

in

favor

for a sheepsi:in.. and -i: Gradual
gamma cam LowDv, to the Grea
Relief ot the Entire College.
' Years mnt by, aud one da; .,.,
Alumnus
came back
011 Footba
Night
and entertained
the Other
Guests with an Account of What u
Great Man he was, and of how .\1bie Booth couldn't play ping-pong.
to say nothing of football, and thai
Barry Wood was vastly overrated,
and of course Bates had a fairly
good Team, considering the size ol
the College, but
that His High
School Aggregation would probabl)
shut them
out, having lost
onli
Pour Games in Two Years.
"The Campus", he eaid, "looks
pretty Small now that We've been
ettt in the World, doesn't it?"
He, and so on and On and ON until
it became necessary to
Fumigate
the Building before the College
could Open the Next Day.
Morals:
A. Once a Freshman, always
Freshman
B. It it Quite Extraordlnan
that Some People live to Grow Dp,
if you can call it That.

of

seeing

a man about a Scotch Collie"
Dr. Gab-rot ^

FLANDERS

CuUege Men Appreciate Our Clothes

RUBBER and OU (I0THING and all kinds of
Canvas and Rubber Footwear
LEW! ON RUBBER COMPANY

TAXI CALL 4040 TAXI

"A Terrible Predicament"

I

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main Street
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

"THE QUALITY SHOP"
PEOPLES SHOE SHOP

A FTER being- dined
*^ and wined by all the
high rotentates of Europe
I returned once again to the
old Home Town.

TENNIS SHOES AND RUBRr'Rs
WliKD AND RKCON'niTIO.VKD TO LOOK LIKE XKV

R.* W.* CLARK
^^*^
TT

And believe you me I was
in a terrible shape of mind
and frame of body.

Believe

II

or

not

I

Corner Bates and .Main Street

l»een paid for posing; for Fleshman's Grease.
considered

I have
playing

seriously

^

Dwafr*
,, ^

Pllre Drilg, mt

Mrd )a

MSW1STON, ^fA^^'F

"A Complete Hanking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company

And now could you believe
it. I can easily say: for Gut's
Sake and not have one reversal of form.

have

*-*.VAV.

Re istered

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Friend after friend recommended Dr. Gab-rot for
my unusual indisposition.
•

A

Lewiston, Maine
We Solicit the business of Bates Students

opposite

Gretor Gabbo—so must maintain
my

simon

pure

Compliments of

standing.
Yon will likp your Photos, also,

Don't forget folks — 36 bottles
if made hy

and your cured,

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

J. W. White Co.

James p. Murpby Oo.

C to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON

DORA CLARK TASH
125 MAIN" STRERT

Tel. 228

HOT TOASTED SANDWICHES
Pastry anil Hot Coffee
at our Fountain

Jordan's Drug Store
-'-- — - ^-.%-

- -

,

— "i~

ON THE CORNER

SI COLLEGE STREET

Telephone 4631-R

C.00GIN

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
^™
AB TTUS
We Specialize
*
in

r "El, CO

COAL and WOOD
ISO]
Phonr114 Bates Street
LEWISTON

fi78°Ela, Street'
AUBURN
;

The bursar of Elite
Universitv
recently discovered a considerab-e
surplus on the budget.
After a
lenghty meeting of the members of

I

REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent, Johnny Rogers, 9 Bu»l ParUer

the administration, it was decided
to install private telephones in the
students' rooms to use up the surplus.

